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IN [I] WE used a certain type of automorphism or abelain group called a pseudo-identity. 
An automorphismfi G --+ G is called a pseudo-identity if for every x E G, x,f(,u),f[f(.r)], . . . 
generate a finitely generated subgroup of G. We used these because of the following: 
Characteristic property of pseudo identity. Let f : G -+ G be a homomorphism. Then,fis 
a pseudo-identity if and only if for each x E G there is a manic polynomial P, with constant 
term + 1 such that P,(f)(x) = 0. 
(By squaring the polynomial, we can replace &- 1 with + 1.) 
We proved the ifpart (it is straight forward). The on/y ifreduced immediately to proving 
that an automorphism of a finitely generated abelain group has a characteristic polynomial 
with constant term I. I made the statement that this is so, with no further explanation. 
At the time, I satisfied myself that the argument is given by waving two hands: 
(1) It is obviously sufficient to consider the case of a finitely generated free abelian 
group; 
(2) This case is trivial by taking the characteristic polynomial. 
In fact (2) can be waved, but hand (1) is absolutely unwaveable. The purpose of this 
note is to give the correct proof. (At the same time let me also correct the following printer’s 
error: in Theorem 0.2 line 2, the word “spherical” ought to be inserted between “stable” 
and “ homology”-otherwise the theorem is trivial.) 
I wish to thank the referee for making the proof much neater. 
THEOREM. Let f : H + H be an automorphism of finitely generated abelian groups H. 
Then there is a manic polynomial with constant term 1 such that P(f) = 0. 
ProoJ Let g E Hom(H, H). Let A, be the subgroup generated by 1, and for n 2 0 
let Anfl be generated by A, and g”. Since Hom(H, H) is finitely generated, A,,, = A, for 
some n. Thus g” is a linear combination of g”-i ,gnM2, . . . . g,g’. Thus for some manic 
polynomial P, , P&g) = 0. 
Iffis an automorphism let g =f-‘. Let P4 = x:=1 aiXi. Then let Q = c;=0 s[._~X’. 
Since g”Qu) = ~~=, CC,_~~“-~ = 0, Q’u) = 0. Since r, = 1, Q’(0) = 1, then P = X”P, + Q 
is manic with constant term + 1 and P(J) = 0. 
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